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Direct determination of molecular constants from rovibronic spectra
with genetic algorithms
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It is shown that a new procedure, based on genetic algorithms~GA’s!, can be used for direct
determination of molecular constants, in particular rotational constants, from rovibronic spectra.
This new approach only requires an estimate of the acceptable range of the parameters. The power
of the method is demonstrated on the rotationally resolved fluorescence spectra of indole, indazole,
benzimidazole, and 4-aminobenzonitril. A rigid asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian is used to calculate
the theoretical spectra. The GA matches the generated spectra with an experimental spectrum with
the use of a new method for spectra comparison. This spectra comparison function is able to deal
with frequency shifts which are caused by~small! changes in the rotational constants and it yields
better results in comparison with traditional spectra comparison methods, like RMS. In addition, the
robustness of the method is tested. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rotational constants are an important tool in determin
the spatial geometry of molecules. These constants give
cess to intramolecular and intermolecular bond lengths
their changes upon excitation. Rotational constants can
obtained from a large variety of methods, among others
crowave spectroscopy, IR Fourier transform, diode la
spectroscopy and high resolution laser induced fluoresce
~LIF! excitation spectra. Especially the last three meth
deal with a two state problem, either two vibrational or tw
electronic states. The resolution of such spectra is such
individual rotational transitions can be observed and
spectra contain large number of lines. Usually, to determ
molecular rotational constants a spectrum is simulated u
a model ~for instance an asymmetric rotor Hamiltonia!
which uses rotational constants estimated from other exp
ments or fromab initio calculations and the appropriate s
lection rules. The spectrum is calculated and compared w
the experimental one. In what we will call the classic
method, an initial assignment in terms of theoretical quant
numbers of transitions is made. In a least-squares-fit pro
dure the molecular parameters are adjusted to reproduc
assigned lines. The assignments are refined and the proc

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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repeated until all lines in the spectrum are successf
reproduced.1 The quality of the fit is, amongst other factor
dependent on the sophistication of the used model. The
termination can be facilitated and speeded up by using
sonably accurate estimates of the molecular constants
though this is not crucial.

Recently, attempts to automate the interpretation of ro
bronic spectra have been undertaken. Automation beco
increasingly important when spectra become more diffic
to interpret and/or prior knowledge about the molecule
little or lacking. The group of Neusseret al.2 used a proce-
dure which directly fits the experimental data, without a
preceding assignment of lines, with the help of the so-ca
correlation automated rotational fitting algorithm. This alg
rithm still relies on accurate initial estimates of the rotation
constants obtained from other experiments. Their experim
tal data were also analyzed by assigning lines and usin
least-squares-fit procedure. They concluded, by visual
spection, that the correlation method yielded better resu2

Unfortunately, the method still has limited applicability.
The approach of fine-tuning the parameters of

Hamiltonian model so that the theoretical spectrum is
close agreement with the experimental one, can be seen
optimization problem. The process of determining molecu
constants can be automated with global optimization me
ods like simulated annealing~SA!,3 Tabu search~TS!4 or
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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genetic algorithms~GA’s!. In this paper it is shown that a
GA with a specially developed fitness function is very su
cessful in directly determining the molecular constants fr
LIF spectra. This is done without using any initial estima
of these constants, except their global limits. This new
proach is demonstrated for four rotationally resolved~LIF!
spectra from indole, indazole, imidazole, and 4-aminoben
nitril ~4-ABN!. The spectra were measured by Berd
et al.5,6 The essence of the analysis of Berdenet al. was an
assignment of quantum numbers of the initial and final sta
of the transitions in the spectrum. In a second step an ove
fit of the intensities was carried out in which only the inte
sity parameters were determined. By carefully adapting
parameters Berdenet al. succeeded in minimizing the differ
ence between the experimental and simulated spectrum
obtained the complete set of molecular constants.

In the next section, a description is given of the para
eters that appear in the Hamiltonian model, the use of G
and the new method for comparing spectra. It will be sho
in Sec. III that a GA is very capable of determining th
molecular parameters that reproduce the experimental s
tra. In addition, the robustness of this GA-based method
be assessed by artificially deteriorating the quality of
data. It is shown that the method is quite robust and, th
fore, widely applicable.

II. THEORY

A. Model representation

Given a set of molecular parameters, a theoretical ro
bronic spectrum can be calculated using a rigid asymme
rotor Hamiltonian. All experimental spectra analyzed in th
paper are fitted to this type of calculated spectra. It is
sumed that, if a theoretical spectrum matches the experim
tal one, the parameters used to calculate the spectrum
very close to the true values. Since a discussion of the the
of the rigid asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian is beyond th
scope of this paper, we will suffice to say that all rotation
levels of the molecules under study can be calculated w
this model.5,6 The important details of the model are d
scribed briefly below. It contains 13 parameters, which
optimized by the GA. They can be divided in five groups

~1! Six rotational constants. Three parameters (A9,B9,C9)
describing the ground state and three parameters~DA,
DB, and DC! describing the difference between th
ground and excited state values,DA5(A82A9), etc.
Here the double and single primes label the ground
excited states, respectively. These parameters are res
sible for the positions of the transition frequencies.

~2! A frequency shift parameter~n!. This parameter shifts
the whole spectrum relative to an arbitrary zero poin

~3! Three parameters that describe the relative intensitie
the transitions (T1 ,T2 ,W). A three-parameter two
temperature model has been used.5 By definition, T2

must be higher thatT1 . W is a weighting factor.
~4! The direction of the electronic transition moment of t

electronic excitation~u! and a parameter (uT), which is
the angle between the principal axes systems in
ground and in the excited states.uT is not optimized in
-
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this approach as it influences only a very small num
of lines ~,10! and can only be determined by visu
inspection of the appropriate lines. See, for an exam
Fig. 5 in Ref. 5.

~5! The linewidth~Dn! of lines in the spectrum. In Ref. 5 i
is shown that the transitions in all four spectra are b
described by a Lorentzian profile. However, this is n
an essential limitation for the present discussion.

B. Genetic algorithms

GA’s are a special class of global optimizers, based
the theory of evolution. A GA is able to minimize~or maxi-
mize! a functionG(x), wherex represents a parameter ve
tor, by searching the parameter space ofx for the optimal
solution. Several general steps can be distinguished tha
identical for all GA’s.

~1! Initialization: GA’s do not operate on an individual so
lution for searching the parameter space but rather o
group of solutions~called population! at a time. A solu-
tion, called string or chromosome, consists of seve
parts, called genes. Each part is a parameter which n
optimization. All initial solutions are set to random va
ues. In the present examples each chromosome con
12 genes which are the 12 parameters of the rigid Ham
tonian model.

~2! Evaluation: All strings in the population are evaluated
an objective function. This results in a measure of qu
ity of the string, expressed in a single number. T
evaluation function is usually tailor made for the speci
GA application. It should be able to discriminate b
tween good and bad strings in a given generation,
allow selection in a later phase.

~3! Stop: A stop criterion is checked.
~4! Selection: A percentage of the best strings in a popu

tion is selected and placed in the next generation.
~5! Recombination: To form the new population, new so

tions are created by combining two existing solutio
~parents! to yield two different ones~children!. This is
called crossover.

~6! Mutation: Genes on a string in the new population a
selected randomly and modified. An example of a mu
tion operator is addition of a~small! random number. To
prevent the search from random behavior the probab
of mutation is usually chosen to be quite low.

Several parameters, for instance the rate of crosso
and mutation, regulate the performance of the GA and e
specific problem has its own specific set of parameters
which the GA performs at its optimum. This so-called me
optimization of the GA parameters can be tedious and can
considered a disadvantage of GA in general.7 In this paper it
is shown that one set of GA parameters can successfull
used for estimating molecular constants of indole, indaz
benzimidazole, and 4-ABN, so it is not necessary to rep
this meta-optimizing for each new compound. The most i
portant advantage of the GA approach is that it does not n
prior knowledge of the molecular constants. All that is r
quired, is an estimate of the accessible range for each pa
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eter. The narrower this range is chosen the faster the opt
zation will be. These ranges can be chosen, for instance
physical grounds or be adapted from similar molecu
known from the literature.

Some literature is available about GA’s. For an introdu
tion to the subject Ref. 8 or for a more sophisticated le
Ref. 9 are very well suited.

C. Evaluation or objective function

The parameters on each string are used in the r
asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian model to calculate a theor
cal spectrum. The similarity between the calculated spect
and experimental spectrum has to be expressed in a s
number. Several methods are known to compare spectra.
more traditional methods perform a pointwise comparis
between two spectra and express this as the sum of
squared differences.9,10 More sophisticated compariso
methods include a comparison of the neighborhood to d
with peak shifts.11

Our initial attempts clearly demonstrated the inability
evaluation functions based on a sum of squared differen
to differentiate reliable between spectra originating fro
nearly identical sets of parameters. Other approaches, b
on peak picking and minimizing the distance to neighbor
peaks in both spectra, failed as well. Moreover, since
relative position of peaks can change dramatically, one

FIG. 1. Correlogram of the calculated spectrum of indole. Autocorrelogr
solid line, Cross correlogram: dashed line~A9 increased by 1.0 MHz!,
dashed–dotted line~DA increased by 1.0 MHz!, and dotted line~calculated
spectrum of benzimidazole!.
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never sure if the correct peak pairs are compared. With th
types of evaluation functions, similar spectra with shifts
peak positions will not properly be recognized as similar.
improvement over the RMS-based evaluation function is
correlation coefficientCr:

Cr5
(x50

x5k~ f ~x!2^ f &!~g~x!2^g&!

A(x50
x5k~ f ~x!2^ f &!2(x50

x5k~g~x!2^g&!2
. ~1!

Here^f& and^g& are the average intensity value of spectrumf
and g, respectively,f (x) and g(x) are the spectraf and g
with lengthk. Further improvement is obtained if the avera
value is no longer subtracted from each point and~a pos-
sible! elevated baseline is removed. This ensures that all
nals present in the spectrum are originating from peaks. T
yields an evaluation function cosg:

cosg5
f •g

i f iigi . ~2!

Here f •g is the dot product of the experimental~f ! and cal-
culated ~g! spectrum,i f i and igi represent the length o
spectrumf andg, respectively. cosg ranges from̂21u1&. For
equal spectra cosg51.

Equation~2! does not take into account small frequen
shifts in the peak position. The evaluation function of Eq.~2!
can be improved to deal with shifts if a cross correlati
function is used:

Cf g~r !5
(x50

x5k f ~x!•g~x1r !

i f i•igi . ~3!

The cross correlation function compares two spec
shifted byr. In order to deal with end points the sum shou
run from2` to 1`. Formally this can be realized by addin
to the spectra points of zero intensity. In this way, the n
malization byifi andigi is properly defined. Figure 1 show
severalCf g with r ranging from@2100,100#. The solid line
is the autocorrelogram where bothf and g are the original
calculated spectrum of indole from Ref. 5. The dashed
the dashed–dotted line are cross correlograms of the ca
lated spectra of indole with two calculated spectra in wh
A9 andDA, respectively, are slightly changed by 1.0 MH
The dotted line is the cross correlogram of the calcula
spectrum of indole with the calculated spectrum of benzim
dazole from Ref. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that no sh
whatsoever of the benzimidazole spectrum will significan
increaseCf g , indicating no correlation at all between th

:

S-
.

FIG. 2. Difference in error landscape between a RM
based evaluation function~left! and one based on Eq
~6! ~right!.
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spectra of indole and benzimidazole. Although the so
dashed–dotted, and dashed lines originate from spectra
culated with nearly identical parameters, the change
Cf g(0) @which equals Eq.~2!# is quite large. This implies
that almost identical spectra may have quite different val
for Cf g(0). However, the area under the curve can be u
as a convenient measure if a suitable weight function is u

To penalize larger shifts, Eq.~3! is modified by introduc-
ing a weight functionw(r ):

w~r !512
ur u
l

. ~4!

The parameterl defines the width of the neighborhood that
taken into account, typically in the order of 100 data poi
in the current work. Several weight functions were test
including the sigmoidal function from Ref. 11. Eventual
the simple triangle function@Eq. ~4!# is used, because it de
pends on only one parameter. The sigmoidal funct
showed no improvement over Eq.~4!.

The final overlap function is obtained by integrating E
~3! multiplied by the weight function and normalizing be
tween 0 and 1:

Cf g
ws5

( r 52 l
r 5 l Cf g~r !w~r !

A( r 52 l
r 5 l Cf f~r !* w~r !*A( r 52 l

r 5 l Cgg~r !* w~r !
. ~5!

For two identical spectraCf g
ws is 1 and for two distinctly

different spectraCf g
ws is close to zero. The final evaluatio

function used in the GA calculations is defined as

F5100* ~12Cf g
ws! ~6!

and its value is minimized.
Error landscapes of an RMS-based evaluation func

andF are plotted in Fig. 2. In both plotsA9 andB9 are varied
over a grid covering the complete range, while the remain
parameters are held fixed. The effect of Eq.~6! clearly shows
a more smooth error landscape, which reduces the numb
local minima.

A more detailed discussion and comparisons with ot
methods for the assessment of similarity between o
dimensional spectra can be found in the work of De Gel
et al.12

III. EXPERIMENT

The spectra of indole, indazole, benzimidazole, a
4-ABN are shown in Fig. 3. The spectra of indole and be
zimidazole contain 65 536 equidistant data points, the sp
trum of indazole 61 821 data points and the spectrum
4-ABN contains 40 972 data points. All 12 parameters w
coded as 10-bit gray binary numbers.T2 is coded on the
string asa, with T25a* T1 anda.1. The calculated spectr
always contain the same number of data points as the co
sponding experimental ones. The optimal settings of the
were determined by trial and error and based on previ
experience using the experimental spectrum of benzim
zole and are shown in Table I.

The optimal size of the neighborhood in Eq.~5! has been
established from several experiments. The optimal value
,
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l was 100 data points. A larger range also results in a cor
solution but leads to longer run times. For a significan
smaller range no correct solution is obtained indicating t
the inclusion of neighborhood information is crucial. Afte
establishing the optimal settings, the experimental spectr
indole, indazole, benzimidazole and 4-ABN were fitted us
boundary constraints as given in Table II. The duration o
run has been set to 500 generations, long enough to conv

FIG. 3. High resolution LIF spectra of indole, indazole, benzimidazole a
4-ABN. In all cases the absolute frequency is set to 0.0 according to Re
and 6. The intensity on the vertical scale is in arbitrary units.

TABLE I. GA settings.

Setting Value

Maximum number of generations 500
Population size 300
Elitism 150
Crossover type Two-point crossover
Crossover probability 0.85
Mutation type New random value within boundarie
Mutation probability 0.05
Selection type Probabilistic
Fitness type Rawa

aFitness value increases inversely proportional with evaluation value
string.
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to a minimum. All runs were repeated five times with diffe
ent random generator seeds to exclude lucky and/or unlu
runs.

The robustness of the GA method was investigated
number of runs. We investigated the influence of~high!
noise levels, increased linewidths, and the total numbe
points in a spectrum. Synthesized spectra of indole and b
zimidazole were modified with different levels of normal
distributed~white! noise, increased linewidths, and a com
nation of these two factors. Spectra with a reduced num
of data points were also investigated. Figure 4 shows par
the spectrum of indole with~a! a signal-to-noise level~S/N!
of 10 ~for the peak with the largest intensity!, ~b! a linewidth

TABLE II. Boundary constraints for all 12 parameters used for Indo
Indazole, and Benzimidazole and 4-ABN.a

Parameter
Boundary constraints

indole and benzimidazole 4-ABN

A9 3800–4200 5000–6000
B9 1400–1800 800–1200
C9 800–1400 600–1000
T1 1–6b 1–6
T2

d 1.5–5 1.5–5
W 0–1 0–1
u 0°–90° 90°, fixede

n 2300–300c 25000–5000
DA 2200–0 2400–400
DB 250–0 2100–100
DC 250–0 2100–100
Dn 10–40 10–90

aRotational constants in the ground state are indicated byA9, B9, andC9.
Rotational constants in the excited state are given by their deviations
the ground state~DA, DB, and DC!. Dn is linewidth of the Lorentzian
peaks. Rotational constants,n andDn are in MHz,T1 , andT2 in K.

bRange is 2–8 for the spectrum taken from benzimidazole.
cThe frequency of the origin~n! is set to zero. The area of deviation is take
to be610% of the reported value from Refs. 5 and 6.

dT25a* T1 wherea has been optimized with the constraineda.1.
eDetermined by the geometry of the molecule.
ky

a

of
n-

er
of

of 90 MHz, and~c! a S/N of 10 combined with a linewidth o
90 MHz. The spectrum with a combination of large lin
widths and low S/N can be considered as very extreme.

All GA calculations were performed with the GA librar
PGAPack version 1.0,13 which can run on parallel proces
sors. PGAPack and the evaluation function are written
ANSI-C, the rigid asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian functio
was written in Fortran. All calculations were performed on
Sun–Ultra-Enterprise–10000 with 24 processors each
ning at 333 MHz. With 16 processors, the average runti
was about half an hour for 500 generations and 65 536 d
points. In practice this run time can be reduced drastica
because often runs converge to their final solution long
fore the maximum number of generations is reached. If
boundaries are taken narrower, run times can be further
duced because runs will converge even earlier. This will a
lead to increased reproducibility and this decreases the n
for more replicated runs. On a single processor~500 MHz!
one complete analysis can be executed in about 12 hou

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table III shows the 12 parameters for all four expe
mental spectra as they resulted from the GA, together w
the results of a re-evaluation of the spectra reported in Re
~indole, indazole, and benzimidazole! and Ref. 6~4-ABN!
using the classical methods. The molecular constants f
Ref. 5 are averages from multiple spectra and were de
mined using very accurate ground rotational constants fr
microwave experiments. Results reported in Table III a
based on a spectral analysis of the same spectrum as use
the GA method and the ground rotational constants were
determined from that spectrum. The values obtained in
present GA approach are inclose agreement with those f
the classical method. For most of the parameters the res
are within the experimental error. If the results are outs
the error, the deviations are very small. These deviations

,

m

y

FIG. 4. Synthesized spectra of indole with~a! S/N
515 ~for strongest line!, ~b! Dn590 MHz, and ~c!
S/N515 ~for strongest line! together with a Dn
590 MHz. The intensity on vertical scale is in arbitrar
units.
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probably caused by the lack of precision of a GA. It
known that GA’s can locate the global minimum but th
they are not as precise as, for instance, local optimizers

The GA method gives no information about the accura
of the best fit parameters. However, it should be possibl
assign quantum numbers to the experimental transitions
a GA fit. The experimental errors can then be estimated
performing a classical calculation like in Ref. 5, where it
no longer necessary to go through the sometimes ted
assignment process.

All GA runs were repeated five times with differen
seeds for the random number generator and the solution
the lowest evaluation values are shown in Table III. Res
from Ref. 5 can be expected to be more accurate becaus
ground rotational constants were determined by microw
experiments which are more precise.

The parameters that describe the relative intensity o
transition (T1 ,T2 ,W) have different values in compariso

TABLE III. Results from GA runs for indole, indazole, benzimidazole, a
4-ABN.a

Indole Indazole

GA Ref. 5b GA Ref. 5b

A9 3879.8 3880.7~1.0! 3979.9 3979.2~0.8!
B9 1637.0 1637.5~0.4! 1633.8 1633.9~0.3!
C9 1151.3 1152.1~0.4! 1158.4 1158.6~0.3!
T1 2.22 1.50 2.60 2.60
T2 7.93 5.03 7.35 8.18
W 0.1 0.22 0.23 0.19
u 37.4° 638.3 62.3° 62.2°
nc 0.78 0.0 ~1.6! 21.7 0.0 ~1.7!
DA 2134.70 2134.66 ~0.09! 2102.44 2102.30 ~0.09!
DB 218.08 217.96 ~0.18! 229.23 229.20 ~0.13!
DC 220.72 220.77 ~0.32! 223.31 223.20 ~0.28!
Dn 16.158 20.05 26.452 32.75

Evaluation values
Best 4.18 0.68
mean 4.24 0.74
std. dev. 0.08 0.06

Benzimidazole 4-ABN

GA Ref. 5b Ga Ref. 6

A9 3929.0 3930.5~1.0! 5579.7 5579.3~0.5!
B9 1679.2 1679.5~0.2! 990.23 990.26~0.09!
C9 1177.1 1176.7~0.2! 841.45 841.39~0.08!
T1 5.63 4.88 2.63 3
T2 21.52 20.0 4.56
W 0.42 0.42 0.84
u 22.1° 622.0° 0° 0°
nc 1.04 0.0 ~1.64! 21.61 0.0
DA 2155.62 2155.70 ~0.03! 2315.54 2316.61 ~0.06!
DB 215.30 215.37 ~0.08! 10.66 10.849~0.003!
DC 221.41 221.31 ~0.13! 0.29 0.095~0.001!
Dn 19.33 19.45 16.16 26

Evaluation values
Best 0.65 1.2
mean 0.71 14.7
std. dev. 0.06 13.9

aValues from Refs. 5 and 6 are listed in the respective columns. Rotati
constants,n andDn are in MHz,T1 andT2 in K.

bResults in this column differ partly from those reported in Ref. 5. See
text for details.

cThe absolute frequency of the origin is given as the deviation from
reported value from Refs. 5 and 6.
t

y
to
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y
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ts
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e
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with the reported values from Ref. 5.~Reference 6 used a
one-temperature model so this cannot be compared with
present results.! The deviation is due to the fact that for the
parameters several sets can be used with equal spectra
tensities as a result.

The GA was able to find the correct solution for th
indole, indazole, and benzimidazole spectra in all five re
cated runs. For the 4-ABN data, the correct solution w
only found in two of the five cases, as shown in Fig. 5. T
cause of the reduced reproducibility of the 4-ABN run
probably due to larger boundary constraints, which make
more difficult for the GA to locate the correct solution.

The absolute evaluation function values do not reach
same level for the four compounds. This is due to no
level, linewidth, and total number of data points in a partic
lar spectrum. High noise levels intrinsically give rise to lar
evaluation function values. However, the minimum reach
in each case is the global minimum irrespective of the ab
lute evaluation value. The similarity between all four expe
mental and the corresponding calculated spectra is very h
As an example this is shown in Fig. 6 for a representat
area of the spectrum of indole.

V. APPLICABILITY OF THE GA METHOD TO PARTLY
RESOLVED SPECTRA

Figure 7 shows results for synthesized spectra of ind
and benzimidazole with increased noise levels, linewidt
and spectral resolutions. Again, the GA runs were repea
five times with different seeds for the random number g
erator. The best set of parameters found in these runs
used to generate spectra which are free of noise, have no
linewidths, and the same number of data points as the so
spectra. The source spectra and the generated spectr
then compared with the evaluation functionF. The evalua-
tion values calculated in this way can directly be used
compare the quality of the different fits since the effects
added noise and linewidths is removed from the evalua
function. Figure 7 demonstrates the results for indole a
benzimidazole.

In both cases, all modifications to the calculated spec
lead to an increase in evaluation value and thus in a dete
ration in quality of the solution. However, the effect of th
increased linewidths is somewhat less and more cons
than the effects of other contributions. If the noise lev
increase, the quality of the solutions decreases. The com
nation of both increased linewidths and high noise lev
does not lead to further deterioration of the best solution
decrease of the number of data points~where the frequency
is kept constant! only shows an effect on the benzimidazo
spectrum. For a smaller number of data points, the soluti
become worse. This is due to the fact that spectral inform
tion gets lost if the distance between two successive d
points becomes too large. Although the quality of the o
tained parameters deteriorated, the rotational constants
hardly influenced by the elevated noise levels. The dev
tions are mostly found inT1 andT2 and inu. Because one is
mostly interested in the rotational constants the method
be considered quite robust for the determination of these
rameters.
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FIG. 5. Progression of the best solution during a run f
indole, indazole, benzimidazole, and 4-ABN.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The automated interpretation of high resolution spec
becomes of great importance if the interpretation by ot
methods is no longer feasible, too time consuming or mo
routine matter. In the approach presented in this paper,
knowledge of the range of the parameters is needed for
deduction of molecular constants. In general, feasible ran
can be given and may even be quite large. The meta o
mizing can be tedious for GA’s. However, in the present c
it is demonstrated that one set of GA settings suffices
retrieve the molecular constants from different rotationa
resolved spectra. The success of the GA method cruc
depends on the newly developed evaluation function. Ot
more standard, evaluation functions lead to no results.

The problem of spectrum comparison in this particu
application is related to peak shifts which are caused

FIG. 6. Representative area of the experimental~a! and calculated~b! spec-
trum of indole. The intensity on the vertical scale is in arbitrary units.
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small changes in the rotational constants. This makes it n
essary to include a comparison of the neighborhood o
given point in the spectrum. All attempts based on the s
of squared differences without considering the neighborh
of points failed, precisely because these criteria do not pr
erly deal with peak shifts. This demonstrates that a spe

FIG. 7. Influence of noise~S/N!, linewidth ~Dn! and the total number of data
points in a spectrum on the best solution found of indole~top! and benzimi-
dazole~bottom!. Calspec indicates the spectrum which fits with the expe
mental one best.
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tailor-made evaluation function is crucial to obtain any
sults. It shows that, apart from an optimization of the settin
of the GA, GA’s in combination with a standard evaluatio
function cannot be used as a black box to solve any opt
zation problem.

The GA method is quite robust. It is insensitive to lar
linewidths in the spectrum, and only at very high noise lev
do the results deteriorate. It is shown that the GA is able
use all information present in the spectrum and therefore
performance increases with the number of data points.
method of matching experimental data~represented as a vec
tor! with simulated model data by optimizing model para
eters with a GA can be successfully used in other fie
especially with the newly developed evaluation function.
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